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proportion of mosaics among mutations decreased from nitrous acid (77-87%) to UV (40%) to 
x-rays (28%). A substantial proportion of the X-ray induced mosaics and a smaller propor- 
tion of those induced by the other mutagens may have been derived from conidia with more than 
1 amycelial nucleus (only lethals induced in such nuclei are detected). The excess of 
mosaicism, especially after treatment with nitrous acid, is attributed either to segregation 
of mutated and non-mutated strands in the treated chromosome or to delayed mutation. In most 
mosaics, and independent of the mutagen, the lethal sector was much smaller than one half; 
sectors comprising 20% or less formed between 70 and 78%. Possible reasons for this are 
being examined. 

Srb, Adrian M. Genetic basis for an 
aberrant ascus in N. crassa. 

J. C. Murray and Adrian M. Srb have reported a 
gene, peak (pk), that appears to act as a re- 
cessive to its wild allele in determination of 

aberrant asci characterized by nonlinear spore arrangements (Proceedings IX International 
Botanical Congress). That is, when zygotes are +/+ or +/& normal asci are formed, but I& 
& zygotes give aberrant asci. The interpretation might have been strengthened or altered 
had reciprocal crosses been possible between wild and p-ak strains. Although e& is 
clearly a gene mapable on linkage group 5 and is not an extrachromosomal factor, the possi- 
bility remained that protoperithecia homocaryotic for peak would give aberrant asci irre- 
spective of the genotype of a conidial parent. More recently conditions have been found 
under which peak strains produce both protoperithecia and conidia, and reciprocal crosses 
between wild and peak have been made. The wild strains were the standard St. Lawrence 
strains 74A and 77a. The peak strains carried allele @, isolated in this laboratory. In 
the results given below, the protoperithecial parent is designated first, the conidial parent 
second. Crosses 74A x 77a, 77a x 74A, 74A x m, pk-2a x 74A, 77a x pk-LA, eka x 77a all 
gave linear asci. Crosses pk-2A x uk-2a and pk-2a x pk-2A gave aberrant asci. Therefore, it 
appears that the genotype of the zygote rather than the genotype of "maternal tissue" deter- 
vines normal or aberrant asci in these crosses. With reference to the condition of the 
ascus, the interpretation that peak acts as a zygote recessive is strengthened. D. Perkins 
has pointed out to us that peak is probably allelic to biscuit. Results of crosses made in 
our laboratory confirm the suggestion. 

Turian, G. and Seydoux. J. Iso- 
citratase studies in Neurospora. 

Previous results from our laboratory (Turian, G., 
Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci. 252: 1374, 1961 and Path. 
Microbial. 3: 819, 1961) on the acetate-induced 

isocitratase activity in Neurospora crassa are presently being extended with success to E. 
sitophila and &. tetrasperma. Acetate simultaneously induced pure canidiation without pra- 
toperithecial formation in the three species grown at 25'C. 

Comparative studies of isocitratase activity from acetate, acetate-sucrose, and sucrose- 
grown cultures of the three species will be presented at the annual meeting of the Swiss 
Microbiological Society in June in Lausanne. 
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